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Hippocampal Lesions Disrupt an Associative Mismatch Process
R. C. Honey, A. Watt, and M. Good
School of Psychology, University of Wales, Cardiff CF1 3YG, United Kingdom

Novel assays were used to assess inter alia whether the hippocampus is involved in detecting novelty per se or in an
associative mismatch process. During training, rats received
two audiovisual sequences (tone–left constant light and click–
left flashing light). In both sham-operated control rats and those
with excitotoxic hippocampal lesions, novel visual targets provoked an orienting response that habituated during training.
Moreover, like sham-operated rats, rats with hippocampal lesions acquired associations between the elements of two audiovisual sequences. However, subsequent test trials in which

the auditory stimuli preceding the visual targets were switched
(click–left constant light and tone–left flashing light) provoked
renewed orienting to the visual targets in sham-operated rats
but not in hippocampal rats. These results support the view that
hippocampal damage results in a failure to detect (or act on)
mismatches that are generated when an auditory stimulus associatively evokes the memory of one visual stimulus and a
different (familiar) visual stimulus is present in the environment.
Key words: hippocampus; rat; orienting response; novelty;
associative learning; associative mismatch process

The process of novelty detection is of f undamental importance;
novel stimuli are accorded a special status throughout the animal
kingdom. For example, in many species the presentation of a
novel stimulus provokes an orienting response (OR) (see Fig. 1a)
that declines or habituates as the stimulus becomes familiar. The
mechanisms underlying the OR and its habituation are, therefore,
of importance in their own right and also provide a common
means to examine the processes of novelty detection across different species. Traditional accounts of habituation suppose that
the likelihood of an OR is determined by stimulus novelty per
se—with the decline in the frequency of the OR simply reflecting
an underlying reduction in the efficacy of a link between the
neural processes activated by the stimulus and those responsible
for generating the OR (Horn and Hill, 1964; Groves and Thompson, 1970; Hawkins and Kandel, 1984) (for review, see Mackintosh, 1987; Hall, 1991). Recently, however, we have demonstrated
that the OR in rats is not solely dependent on stimulus novelty
(Honey et al., 1998). Rats received habituation training with two
audiovisual sequences (tone –left constant light and click–left
flashing light; see Fig. 1c). After this training, renewed orienting
to the visual targets was observed when rats received mismatch
trials on which the auditory stimuli that preceded the visual
targets were exchanged (click–left constant light and tone–left
flashing light; Honey et al., 1998). Given that this exchange
resulted in no change in the physical properties of the visual
stimuli, our findings suggest that an OR can be triggered either
when a novel visual stimulus is presented or when there is an
associative mismatch; in this case, a mismatch between the memory of a visual stimulus that the presentation of the auditory
stimulus evokes by association and the familiar visual stimulus
that is present in the environment (Sokolov, 1963; Konorski,

1967; Wagner, 1981). Although there has been progress in understanding the neural mechanisms underlying simple habituation phenomena (Horn and Hill, 1964; Groves and Thompson,
1970; Hawkins and Kandel, 1984), the neural mechanisms that
underlie the associative mismatch process are unknown. Nevertheless, there has been long-standing speculation that the hippocampus is a component of a novelty or mismatch detection
system (Sokolov, 1963; Vinogradova, 1975; Gray, 1982). This view
has received recent support from functional neuroimaging studies
in humans (Squire et al., 1992; Schacter et al., 1996; Tulving et al.,
1996) and electrophysiological recording in animals (O’Keefe,
1979; Rolls et al., 1982; O’Keefe and Speakman, 1987) (for
review, see Macphail, 1993). Accordingly, this study used rats
with excitotoxic lesions of the hippocampus and the novel procedures developed by Honey et al. (1998) to examine the role of the
hippocampus in novelty detection and the associative mismatch
process.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects and surger y. Sixty-two naive adult hooded Lister rats served as
subjects. Thirty rats received ibotenate acid lesions of the hippocampus
(Jarrard, 1989), and the remainder received sham operations. The surgical procedures were identical to those described by Honey and Good
(1993). After a minimum of 2 weeks of postoperative recovery, rats were
gradually reduced to 80% of their ad libitum weights. They were maintained at these weights throughout the habituation study. Rats were
housed in pairs and had free access to water when they were in their
home cages. The colony room in which the rats were housed was illuminated between the hours of 8:00 A.M. and 8:00 P.M.; training and testing
began at ;9:00 A.M.
Behavioral procedures and apparatus. All experimental sessions were
conducted in two standard, experimental chambers (see Fig. 1a) that
were identical to those used by Honey et al. (1998). Aspects of the
procedure that are not mentioned below were identical to those described in Honey et al. (1998).
Training. On the first 2 d, animals were placed in the experimental
apparatus for 30 min. Subsequently, they received 4 d of training with
two audiovisual sequences. One auditory stimulus (a 2 kHz tone presented at an intensity of 78 dB) preceded the constant presentation of a
small, 3 W covered light bulb, whereas a second auditory stimulus (a 10
Hz series of clicks, also 78 dB) preceded the flashing (alternating 25 csec
on and off) presentation of a small 3 W covered light bulb. All stimuli
were 10 sec. For rats in the associative mismatch condition (sham, n 5 16;
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hippocampal, n 5 14), both visual stimuli emanated from the left light
source (left constant light and left flashing light; see Fig. 1a), whereas for
rats in the control mismatch condition (sham, n 5 16; hippocampal, n 5
16), one type of light was presented from the left source (left constant
light), and the other was presented from the right source (right flashing
light; see Fig. 1c). In the control mismatch condition, the frequency
(constant or flashing) of the light that was presented in a given spatial
location was counterbalanced. In both conditions, the identity of the
auditory stimulus that preceded a given visual target stimulus was counterbalanced. There were 10 presentations of both audiovisual sequences
on each of the first 3 d of training and six presentations of both sequences
on day 4 that served as warmup trials for the eight test trials that
immediately followed. The interval between adjacent trials was 2 min.
Testing. Rats in both conditions received two types of test trials, match
and mismatch. The order in which the two types of test trials were
presented was counterbalanced. For rats in the associative mismatch
condition, match test trials were presentations of the same audiovisual
sequences that had been presented during training (e.g., tone –left constant light and click–left flashing light), whereas on mismatch trials the
auditory stimuli preceding the visual stimuli were exchanged (click–left
constant light and tone –left flashing light). As we have already argued,
the mismatch trials in our standard, associative mismatch condition
involve no change in the physical identity of the visual target stimuli.
Consequently, a restoration of the OR on these trials must reflect the
associative mismatch between the memory evoked by the auditory stimulus and the familiar visual stimulus that is presented to the rats. For rats
in the control mismatch condition, match test trials were presentations of
the audiovisual sequences presented during training (e.g., tone –left
constant light and click–right flashing light); however, on mismatch trials
the spatial and temporal properties of the lights were exchanged (tone –
left flashing light and click–right constant light). That is, in the control
mismatch condition, any associative mismatch is accompanied by a
change in the physical properties of the visual target stimuli. Accordingly,
a restoration of the OR on these trials might simply reflect that the target
lights are novel, if only because the pattern of stimulation a flashing light
produces on one side of the apparatus (during training) will differ from
the pattern that it produces on the other side of the apparatus (on
mismatch trials). The inclusion of this condition thereby allows us to
investigate a second type of mismatch; there is already evidence to
suggest such (perceptual) mismatches are not mediated by the hippocampus (Ennaceur and Aggleton, 1994).
Behavioral scoring. All experimental sessions were recorded using a
video recorder and subsequently scored by observers who were blind to
the group membership of the rats and the nature of the test trials (match
or mismatch). Our principle interest was in whether rats oriented toward
the visual, target stimuli. An OR was defined as the tip of a rat’s snout
being located in the left side of the apparatus that contained the light
sources and pointing in the direction of the light source (Honey et al.,
1998). We were also interested in the development of associations between the auditory stimuli and the visual target stimuli during training.
The spatial location of the rats during training in the control mismatch
condition provides a sensitive behavioral index of the acquisition of these
associations. Honey et al. (1998) reported that rats show anticipatory
responses during an auditory stimulus that reflects the spatial location of
the light with which it has been paired; for example, rats that have
received tone –left constant light pairings and click–right flashing light
pairings approach the quadrant of the experimental chamber adjacent to
the left light during the tone and adjacent to the right light during the
click. Accordingly, we also noted the location of the tip of each rat’s snout
during the final second of the auditory stimuli, immediately before
presentations of the visual target stimuli. A correct response was defined
as the tip of the rat’s snout being in the quadrant of the experimental
chamber adjacent to the light source that was about to be illuminated; an
incorrect response was defined as the tip of the rat’s snout being in the
quadrant adjacent to the light source that was not subsequently illuminated. Interobserver concordance for each of our measures was .90%.
Water maze study. After the habituation study all rats were returned to
ad libitum food for a minimum of 1 week. Subsequently, 23 shamoperated rats and 24 hippocampal rats received training in a spatial,
reference memory task in a water maze using an apparatus and a training
protocol identical to those described in Good and Honey (1997). Briefly,
on each of the 6 d of training, rats received four trials with an intertrial
interval of 30 sec. On each trial the rats were released from a randomly
selected point around the perimeter of the pool and were allowed to
swim until they located a hidden platform or until 2 min had elapsed, at
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which point the rat was placed on the platform. For half of the rats in
each group the platform was placed in the northwest quadrant of the
maze, and for the remainder it was placed in the southeast quadrant. On
day 7 the hidden platform was removed, and rats were placed in the pool
for 1 min. The percentage of time rats spent in each quadrant of the
maze was recorded. Of the remaining rats that had taken part in the
habituation study, one sham-operated rat that was to receive training in
the water maze task became ill and died, and the other rats received
training in a different spatial learning task that is being developed by our
colleagues. Results from this task will not be reported here.
After the completion of behavioral testing, the lesioned animals received injections of Euthatal and were perf used, and their brains were
removed and sectioned for histological analysis. A cresyl violet stain was
used to determine the extent of cell loss.

RESULTS
Histological analysis
Figure 1b shows photomicrographs of horizontal sections taken at
a mid-dorsoventral level from a representative lesioned animal.
All rats with lesions to the hippocampus sustained .90% cell loss
in the CA1–CA4 subfield of the hippocampus and .90% cell loss
in the dentate gyrus. All lesioned animals showed complete cell
loss in the dorsal and mid-dorsoventral region of the hippocampal
formation. Cell loss in the most ventral aspects of the hippocampus was more variable between animals. More specifically, cell
loss in the CA fields and dentate gyrus in the most ventral aspects
of the hippocampus varied between 0 and 30%. However, the
extent of cell loss in these areas did not correlate with performance during any part of this study. There was little or no damage
to adjacent areas such as the subiculum and no damage to the
entorhinal cortex.

Behavioral analysis
Associative learning
Figure 2a depicts the mean percentages of trials on which shamoperated rats and hippocampal rats from the control mismatch
condition showed correct and incorrect responses during the
auditory stimuli over the course of training. An ANOVA revealed
an effect of response (correct vs incorrect) [F(1,30) 5 7.76; p ,
0.01], an interaction between day and response [F(2,60) 5 3.70; p ,
0.05], and no other effects or interactions (F , 1). Simple main
effects revealed differences in the percentages of trials with correct and incorrect responses on days 2 and 3 [smallest F(1,30) 5
8.52; p , 0.01].

Habituation of the OR
The overall tendency for rats to orient toward the visual stimuli in
the two training conditions, 41.19% in sham-operated rats (n 5
32) and 38.52% in hippocampal rats (n 5 30), did not differ (F ,
1). Each day of training was divided into five blocks of four trials
to monitor between-day (long-term) habituation, within-day
(short-term) habituation, and spontaneous recovery of the OR
from the end of one day to the beginning of the next. Figure 2b
shows the middle block of training for the 3 d of training. There
was an orderly decline in the OR across days in both groups of
animals. ANOVA revealed an effect of day [F(2,120) 5 4.32; p ,
0.02], no effect of group, and no interaction between these factors
(F , 1). The percentages of trials with an OR on the final block
of each day in sham-operated rats were 39.82% (day 1), 29.69%
(day 2), and 39.06% (day 3); on the first block of the following
days they were 58.59% (day 2), 53.12% (day 3), and 47.66% (day
4). Similarly, for hippocampal rats the corresponding percentages
for the final blocks were 30.83% (day 1), 34.17% (day 2), and
31.67% (day 3); on the first blocks of the following days they were
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51.67% (day 2), 47.50% (day 3), and 47.5% (day 4). ANOVA
revealed an effect of block [F(1,60) 5 42.06; p , 0.001] and no
other significant effects or interactions [largest F(1,60) 5 1.24; p .
0.27]. These results demonstrate that both within-day habituation
and spontaneous recovery of the OR from one day to the next
were equivalent in hippocampal and sham-operated rats.

Match and mismatch test trials
The percentages of trials with an OR during match and mismatch
test trials in the associative mismatch condition are shown in
Figure 2c. ANOVA revealed an interaction between group and
trial type [F(1,28) 5 7.98; p , 0.01], no effect of group [F(1,28) 5
2.02; p . 0.16], and no effect of trial type (F , 1). Simple main
effects revealed an effect of trial type in sham-operated rats
[F(1,28) 5 5.73; p , 0.03], no effect in the hippocampal rats [F(1,28)
5 2.65; p . 0.11], and a difference between the groups on
mismatch trials [F(1,53) 5 8.13; p , 0.01], but no such difference
on match trials (F , 1). The associative mismatch effect in
sham-operated rats was, in fact, most marked during the first half
of the test: mismatch, 53.12%; match, 18.75% [F(1,15) 5 8.44; p ,
0.02] (see Honey et al., 1998). Associative mismatch trials, those
involving no change in the physical properties of the visual target
stimuli, result in a restoration of the OR in sham-operated rats
but have no such effect in hippocampal rats. A parallel ANOVA
conducted on the scores of the rats in the control mismatch
condition shown in Figure 2d revealed an effect of trial type
[F(1,30) 5 9.28; p , 0.005], no effect of group, and no interaction
between these factors (F , 1). Both groups of rats showed a
restoration of the OR on mismatch trials involving a change in the
physical properties of the visual, target stimuli.

Water maze study
After the habituation study, the majority of rats received training
in the benchmark assay of hippocampal damage, spatial learning
in the water maze. The mean escape latencies during the course
of training were significantly shorter for sham-operated rats (n 5
23; 43.28 sec) than for hippocampal rats (n 5 24; 57.53 sec)
[F(1,45) 5 10.03; p , 0.005]. During the probe test, in which the
hidden platform was removed, sham-operated rats spent a significantly greater percentage of their time swimming in the quadrant
of the pool in which the hidden platform had been located
previously (n 5 23; 40.45%) than hippocampal rats (n 5 24;
26.28%) [F(1,45) 5 14.21; p , 0.001].

DISCUSSION

Figure 1. a, Rat orienting toward a light presented on the left side of the
experimental apparatus with the video camera that was used to record
habituation training and test sessions in the foreground. b, Photomicrographs of horizontal sections taken at a mid-dorsoventral level from a
representative lesioned animal. c, Summary of the design of the study in
which rats received training with two audiovisual sequences and then
received test trials with the same sequences (match test trials) and test
trials in which the elements of the sequences were rearranged (mismatch
test trials; see Materials and Methods).

The contribution of the present study to our understanding of
hippocampal function is threefold. First, the results of this study
support the general contention that the hippocampus in the rat
plays a critical role in an associative mismatch process (Squire,
1992; Bunsey and Eichenbaum, 1996) and in doing so provide
further evidence that this structure has a role in mnemonic
processes beyond the spatial domain (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978;
Morris et al., 1990; Gaffan, 1994). The fact that the involvement
of the hippocampus in this process is not a concomitant of an
underlying deficit in spatial information processing is indicated by
the finding that our hippocampal animals readily responded to
and acquired associations involving spatially separated targets.
Thus, insofar as our procedures have a spatial component, howsoever limited, it is clear that rats with hippocampal lesions were
not affected by it. Second, our results indicate that a simple
process of novelty detection (Horn and Hill, 1964; Groves and
Thompson, 1970; Hawkins and Kandel, 1984) is dissociable from
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Figure 2. Behavior of rats that had received either sham operations (sham) or excitotoxic lesions of the hippocampus (hippocampal ) during training and
testing. a, Behavior of rats in the control mismatch condition during the auditory stimuli across the 3 d of training. The mean percentages of trials on
which rats correctly anticipated (correct response) or failed to anticipate (incorrect response) the spatial location in which a light was about to be
presented during the terminal portion of the auditory elements of the audiovisual sequences are shown. b, Behavior of rats in the control mismatch
condition and the associative mismatch condition (pooled) during the visual target stimuli across the 3 d of training. The mean percentages of trials on
which the visual stimuli provoked an orienting response are shown. c, d, Mean percentages of trials on which the visual stimuli elicited an orienting
response on match and mismatch test trials in c, the associative mismatch condition and d, the control mismatch condition (see Materials and Methods).

an associative mismatch process (Sokolov, 1963; Konorski, 1967;
Wagner, 1981). Generation of the OR to a novel stimulus and the
subsequent habituation of the OR proceeds normally without the
involvement of the hippocampus (Leaton, 1981; Han et al., 1995),
but the influence of associative mismatches on the OR requires
the integrity of the hippocampus (Vinogradova, 1975; Gray,
1982). This dissociation receives f urther support from the observation that a change in the physical properties of the visual target
stimuli is sufficient to restore the orienting response in hippocampal rats, whereas a purely associative mismatch is not. Finally, the
observation that rats with hippocampal damage can learn stimulus– stimulus associations (Murray et al., 1993; Bunsey and
Eichenbaum, 1996), in our case associations involving the elements of two audiovisual sequences, is important because it
allows us to be more specific regarding the probable locus of the
deficit in the associative mismatch process. In particular, it suggests that the deficit reflects that the hippocampus plays a pivotal
role in detecting (or acting on) retrieval-generated mismatches: in
this instance, mismatches between the memory of the visual
stimulus associatively retrieved by the presentation of an auditory
stimulus and the visual stimulus that is currently impinging on the
animal. This conclusion is clearly consistent with the more general suggestion that the hippocampus is involved in the flexible

expression of declarative memory (Bunsey and Eichenbaum,
1996). Our results illustrate that this involvement is quite general,
occurring with stimuli from different modalities, and is influential
in mediating a response with a conspicuous stimulus-processing
component, the orienting response.
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